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SEO - Search Engine Optimization Proposal
“OMG-INDIA” the world’s only fused Online Marketing Group, offers The Best Combination of
Online Marketing & Complete IT Solutions platforms for individuals and corporates. The OMGIndia.com aids you to: Digital Marketing, Online Promotion, Magazine Management, Mass Mail
Marketing, SMS Marketing, Preparing Presentation, Lead Generation, Google AdWords, and Social
Media Marketing, Real Estate Software, Custom Software, Enterprise resource planning (ERP),
Customer relationship management (CRM) , E-Commerce, Complete IT Solutions, Toll Free Number,
International Web Designing & Development and related services.

Ready to Get YOUR Site on the first page on Google!
Most companies have general idea of how to optimize a website for SEO, take a project and follow
the rules which are being used from long time. But in the days of over-the-top SEO & recently
updated rules, those steps aren't always sufficient to optimize a website.
OMG-INDIA is a leading Search Engine optimization Agency in India as well as overseas. We have
the strongest team of SEO Experts and they always engage in market research and work like
dynamic & moving camera to cover all aspect of scenes, mean to manage every single step of
algorithm. We only focus on the best ROI & to generate plenty of leads for your business through
website branding & optimization. SEO is the procedure & technique of sorting targeted audiences
through optimizing & socializing to website on popular search engines like Google, Yahoo, Wing,
MSN and others via some selected keywords. When audience searches products or services via
entering the name (Keyword), on Google, your website will appears on first page. The chances of
ROI will be higher.
Only having a WEBSITE is not enough, until your Target Audience will come know about
your company
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the technique of hiking the exposure of a website or a web page
in a search engine's "natural" or un-paid ("organic") search results. In straightforward, the former
and more often a website seems in the search results list like Google, Yahoo, MSN and others, the
more visitors it will receive from the search engine's users. As a Digital Marketing strategy, SEO
ruminates how search engines work, what people search for, the actual keywords typed into search
engines and which search engines are favored. Optimizing a website may include editing its
content, HTML and allied coding to both increase its relevance to specific keywords and to remove
barriers to the indexing activities of search engines.
Good sales growth and leads opportunities in the field of Business Development for those
who looking for frequent customers all time.
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We've verified our SEO skill and success by having years of experience in optimizing the website in
a way that it performs higher on search engines for its major search terms. How many other SEO
companies can say that? Think hard about it before you gave your website for optimizing to any
SEO company. If an SEO company is good enough, shouldn't they at least be able to rank their own
website on the first page of Google? If they can't, how can you suppose them to get your website on
top rank?
Why Search Engine Optimization?
1. Good sales growth and leads opportunities in the field of Business Development for those looking
for frequent customers all time. 2. Only having a website is not enough these days until your target
audience will know about what your company does. 3. Get found by new visitors when the search,
Generate new sales on daily basis. to get more visitors without paying once your website is on top.

What we do in SEO:
























Search Engine Submissions
Manually Directory Submissions
Article Submissions
Press Release Distributions
Blog postings (Using pre-written articles)
Social Book marking Submissions
Forum postings
Unique Article writing (400+ words)
Press Release writing (350+ words)
Keywords Mapping
New pages suggestions
Keywords research
Competitor Analysis
Title Tag changes suggestions
Meta tags changes suggestions
Alt tag changes suggestions
HTML Site Map
XML site map setup
Anchor text optimization
Google webmaster setup
Google analytics setup
Fortnightly Ranking Report
Fortnightly Full Detailed SEO Work Report in Excel
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Search engine optimization SEO Be on the first page on Google!
OMG-INDIA SEO Cost:

Search Engine Optimization
Volume of Keyword

Monthly Costing in INR

5 Keyword

5,000/- Month

10 Keyword

8,000/- Month

20 Keyword

15,000/- Month

50 Keyword

30,000/- Month

100 Keyword

50,000/- Month

Get A Wide-ranging SEO services For YOUR website from the experts at OMG-INDIA

Contact Details
Support – 9818009996

Sales +91-9313725050, 9818419137, 8860695872

support@omgindia.co

sales@omgindia.co

Terms & Conditions:
1 - 100% Advance with work order.
2 - Cheque or DD in the favor of “OMG-INDIA”.
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